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The risks to financial stability caused by 

the coronavirus restrictions have so far not 

materialised to the extent that was feared. 

After the national emergency situation was 

announced in March last year, it was feared that not 

only would businesses that were directly restricted 

face difficulties, but that problems would also be 

passed on to other sectors. This could have seri-

ously harmed the quality of the assets of the banks, 

as an unexpected drop in revenues of companies 

would increase the chances of them becoming 

insolvent and could also lead to job losses at com-

panies in difficulty. This could have then caused 

the aftermath of the financial crisis a decade ago 

to be repeated, when the steep economic decline 

and rise in unemployment caused substantial dif-

ficulties for both businesses and households in 

meeting their financial obligations. The coronavirus  

restrictions have not had those consequences 

though, and the share of companies and house-

holds that were delayed in repaying their loans was 

smaller at the end of March than it was before the 

pandemic started. Fewer than 0.5% of the bank 

loans to the non-financial sector were overdue by 

more than 60 days.

The relatively good position in servicing 

loans does not mean that the danger of a 

substantial deterioration in circumstances 

has passed. The Estonian economy has so far 

coped better with the restrictions than was at first 

expected. The restrictions have primarily caused 

serious problems for tourism, passenger transport 

and catering, but the majority of companies have 

managed to weather the economic blow very well. 

This indicates that businesses have built up buf-

fers over the past decade and the pandemic has 

shown how important it is for them to have a layer 

of protection so that they can survive unexpected 

events in the operating environment. Wide-ranging 

support measures have also helped to save com-

panies from struggling, though they may have only 

postponed the emergence of difficulties in some 

cases. In the long term banks may face additional 

troubles from companies that are being kept alive 

by subsidies or cheap loans.

The scale of difficulties with loan repay-

ments will depend on the future path of the 

coronavirus restrictions. Although they have 

had less of an impact on the economy than was 

feared, it is a cause for concern that they have 

lasted for much longer than was expected. The 

strict limits imposed in March this year seriously 

affected some companies, but it is still too early to 

assess how this has impacted the loan quality of 

the banks. If the main restrictions can be lifted by 

the summer and vaccination succeeds in making 

further closures unnecessary, the greatest wor-

ries should not reach sectors where the restric-

tions have little direct impact. There remains great 

uncertainty though about whether the restrictions 

can be removed and about the state of the exter-

nal environment. The negative scenario is that 

Table 1. Eesti Pank’s assessment of the main risks to financial stability

CURRENT POSITION RISK SCENARIO

THE SOLVENCY 
OF THE NON-
FINANCIAL 
SECTOR

Companies and households have so far 
coped well with their financial liabilities. 
The situation is very difficult in individual 
sectors such as tourism, passenger 
transport and food service.

The restrictions on economic activity 
cannot be lifted indefinitely this year. 
Corporate buffers dwindle and difficulties 
pass on into many sectors.


IMBALANCES 
IN THE 
RESIDENTIAL 
REAL ESTATE 
MARKET

Activity and prices in the housing market 
have increased despite the uncertainty of 
the pandemic. It is probable that no major 
imbalances have yet arisen.

Numbers of transactions and prices 
continue to rise in the real estate 
market. This is augmented by activity 
among those leaving the pension funds. 
Household debt burdens increase 
excessively and real estate prices are 
more likely to be overvalued.



THE RESILIENCE 
OF THE BANKING 
SECTOR

The banks are well capitalised and 
profitable. Most payment holidays have 
expired and loans continue to be repaid.

The banks bear substantial loan losses 
that reduce their profitability and 
capitalisation. The banks become less 
willing to take risks and they reduce the 
credit supply.


Scale: 1 = minor risk and 6 = major risk. The arrow indicates changes in the risk level from the assessment of November 2020.

1 2 3 4 5 6

EESTI PANK’S ASSESSMENT OF THE RISKS 
TO FINANCIAL STABILITY
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difficulties could emerge in sectors that make up a 

substantial part of the loan portfolios of the banks, 

such as commercial real estate and manufacturing.

The risks that were feared have not mate-

rialised in the housing market either, where 

there is rather the danger of excessive activ-

ity and of prices rising too fast. There was 

a great deal of uncertainty last spring, which 

made people postpone real estate transactions. 

Optimism returned quite soon though, and activity 

in the market returned to its pre-pandemic level. 

There are probably not any great imbalances in 

the real estate market at the moment, but the risk 

of them emerging will increase if the activity and 

price rises of recent months continue. This risk is 

accentuated by the reform of the second pension 

pillar, under which those leaving the pension fund 

will receive their pension savings in September this 

year. Surveys have shown that a substantial part 

of this money may be used for down payments on 

housing loans. Given that household savings have 

also increased during the pandemic, demand for 

residential real estate could increase substantially.

Eesti Pank monitors for signs of systemic 

risk increasing in the housing market and 

can if necessary tighten the rules on issuing 

housing loans. More housing loans were issued 

last year than previously with a high loan-to-value 

ratio (LTV) of between 85% and 90%. This is pos-

sible because Eesti Pank permits an exception 

where KredEx guarantees can be used to reduce 

the down payment to 10% of the value of the real 

estate being bought. If the systemic risk from bor-

rowing should increase, it may be decided to limit 

this exception. Another suitable measure would be 

to limit the target groups for KredEx guarantees.

The banking sector remains strong and 

has been ready to extend support to Estonian 

businesses and households during the pan-

demic. Access to financial services has gener-

ally been good over the past year, though sectors 

that have been hit hard by the crisis have found 

their options for financing more limited. The strong 

capitalisation and profitability of the banking sec-

tor support its resilience. This helps the sector 

cope with loan losses and stops it from losing too 

much risk appetite if risks are realised, which could 

have serious consequences for the financing of the 

economy. Eesti Pank finds that the banks would 

be able to finance the non-financial sector and to  

refinance and restructure loans for reasonable 

cases even in a much more negative economic 

scenario than that which is currently foreseen.

The risks to the funding of the banks in 

Estonia have declined. Local deposits have 

grown very fast and the ratio of bank loans to 

deposits has fallen to 84%. This has reduced 

the need to access funding from parent banks. 

Being part of Swedish banking groups allows the 

banks to get liquidity support from their parent 

banks when necessary, though at the same time 

it exposes the Estonian banking sector to risks 

coming from Sweden. An important development 

is that the banks in Estonia have diversified their 

funding options by using solutions from the finan-

cial markets, which have allowed them to take in 

funds with longer maturities.
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Despite the Covid-19 pandemic, businesses and households have faced relatively few payment diffi-

culties. These have not accumulated because many companies have managed better than was feared, 

they have buffers that they built up earlier, and various support measures have been put in place. If the 

restrictions hindering economic activity last for longer and the recovery in the economy is delayed, pay-

ment difficulties could increase substantially though. Support measures being applied over the long term 

also carries the risk of creating fertile ground for the emergence of zombie firms that would hamper eco-

nomic activity1. The companies in tourism, accommodation and catering that have so far suffered the 

hardest blow provide only a small part of the loan portfolio of the banks, but a large number of people 

work in those sectors, and they may become less able to repay their loans. Loan losses at the banks 

would be affected most by difficulties arising in the real estate sector, which is a very large part of the 

loan portfolio.

1  See Box 2.

THE MODEST PAYMENT DIFFICULTIES 
IN THE NON-FINANCIAL SECTOR MAY 
YET INCREASE

THE IMPACT OF THE CRISIS 
HAS BEEN UNEVEN
Estonian businesses and households did 

better than feared given the restrictions 

imposed because of Covid-19. The Estonian 

economy was down 1.2% over the year in the 

fourth quarter, and by 2.9% for the year as a whole. 

Various surveys show that this year started rela-

tively well for businesses, though it is still unclear 

how serious the negative impact of the new restric-

tions will have been. The results were better than 

feared primarily because the restrictions intro-

duced in Estonia last year to stop the spread of 

Covid-19 were relatively loose. This is shown above 

all by the performance of businesses focused on 

the domestic market. Secondly the downturns in 

Estonia’s main trading partners were significantly 

smaller than expected and than in most other 

European countries2. This meant that exporting 

companies were hit less hard. Thirdly the econ-

omy received strong support from the measures 

taken by the public sector, commercial banks and 

the central bank. It is not impossible that the sup-

port has simply postponed the difficulties for busi-

nesses.

At the same time that many companies 

have been doing well, those affected most 

by the restrictions saw their financial results 

drop sharply. Corporate sales revenues fell by 

less in the second half of 2020, and in the first cou-

ple of months of this year there were more signs 

of optimism. The fall in corporate profits has how-

ever deepened (see Figure 1). The major uncer-

tainty in the first half of last year caused compa-

nies to cut costs sharply, including labour costs. 

2  The total economic declines in 2020 were of 2.9% in Finland, 2.8% in Sweden, 4.9% in Germany, 3.6% in Latvia, and only 0.8% 
in Lithuania. The average figure for the European Union was 6.2%.

The large-scale wage subsidies from the state also 

helped and so profits fell by much less than sales 

revenues did, but the situation was reversed in the 

Figure 1. Sales turnover, wage costs 
and profit of companies

Source: Statistics Estonia
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Figure 2. Annual growth in corporate 
sales revenue in 2020

Source: Statistics Estonia
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second half of the year. The crisis has been experi-

enced very differently by different sectors, as there 

are some where turnover and profit have increased 

or have fallen minimally, and others where the finan-

cial results have been seriously damaged. Sectors 

that have been affected most by the restrictions 

are vulnerable, particularly tourism, accommo-

dation, catering, transport, and commercial real 

estate (see Figure 2).

Companies have been helped to cope with 

the difficulties of the pandemic by the buffers 

they built up earlier and by having reasonable 

debt levels (see Figure 3). The financial position 

of companies was relatively strong before the cri-

sis and it has remained so in sectors that have 

been affected less by the restrictions. Liquidity 

also increased in the corporate sector as a whole 

in 2020. This was probably because investment 

was reduced given the uncertainty in the econ-

omy, and so the share of liquid assets increased. 

This is indicated primarily by the rapid growth in 

deposits. However, many companies that have 

suffered most from the restrictions have probably 

substantially reduced their buffers. Corporate debt 

was down by around 1% over the year, and much 

of this came from the fall of around 7% in short-

term debt. Long-term debt liabilities remained at 

the same level as a year earlier.

The payment behaviour of companies has 

remained good so far and payment difficul-

ties have been limited. Like in other countries in 

the European Union, the share of bank loans that 

are overdue by more than 60 days in Estonia is at 

a record low level. Equally the registration of new 

payment problems at companies has fallen by a 

fifth over the year3. Although this does not apply 

to the sectors like accommodation and food ser-

vice, transportation and storage, and leisure and 

entertainment that have suffered most from the cri-

sis, there has still been only a small increase in the 

share of loans overdue in those sectors (see Figure 

4). The increasing number of liquidations may illus-

trate though that times are difficult (see Figure 5). 

The number of businesses that have gone bank-

rupt has not particularly risen yet, which is also to 

be expected, as bankruptcy proceedings on aver-

age take more than a year. A deterioration in the 

situation could sharply increase the number of 

companies with problems, and so it is important 

3  Data from Creditinfo.

Figure 3. Corporate indebtedness and liquidity

Sources: Eesti Pank, Statistics Estonia
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Figure 4. Share of corporate loans overdue 
for more than 60 days by sector

* The peak of overdue loans after the financial crisis
Source: Eesti Pank
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for the state to make sure that insolvency proceed-

ings function effectively. Reorganisation and bank-

ruptcy processes that work as fast as possible can 

help viable companies to return to normal busi-

ness operations, and help the capital freed up from 

bankrupt companies to return to the economy. In 

consequence the recent amendments to the bank-

ruptcy law, which the current crisis might prove the 

first challenge to, are keenly awaited.

The ability to pay of people working in the 

sectors that have been hit hardest by the cri-

sis is most at risk. The deepest falls in employ-

ment last year were in accommodation and food 

service, and transport and storage. Registered 

unemployment by occupation was highest in 

March for elementary occupations and sales and 

service staff, and in both cases the number reg-

istered had almost doubled to around a fifth of 

employees in those occupations4. The debt of 

households employed in the sectors hit hardest 

by the crisis5 was around 21% of the total debt of 

households in autumn 2020 according to calcu-

lations by Eesti Pank. Taking the share that have 

received wage subsidies puts the value of loans to 

households working in the sectors most affected 

and receiving state support at 5.4% of the portfo-

lio of loans to households. The median debt ser-

vice-to-income ratio is higher in several sectors 

affected most by the crisis than the average for all 

households6.

People working in sectors affected less by 

the crisis have maintained their good abil-

ity to repay their loans as they have built up 

deposits and their incomes have held steady, 

while payment holidays and wage subsidies 

have provided support for others7. The share 

of loans overdue by more than 60 days in the port-

folio of bank loans to households has fallen as it 

has in previous years and it was below 0.4% at 

the end of February. The number of loans overdue 

by more than 60 days doubled though in the sec-

ond half of 2020 in the instant loan segment (see 

Figure 6). This may reflect the circumstances of the 

most vulnerable and does not necessarily have any 

immediate significant impact on financial stability. If 

the crisis continues or worsens, it is not impossible 

4  Data from Töötukassa.
5  This calculation covers accommodation and food service, transportation and storage, construction and real estate activities, 
and arts and entertainment.
6  See also the Financial Stability Review 2/2020 Difficulties in the labour market make households less able to service their loans.
7  See Box 3.

that overdue loans will increase for other types of 

loan too.

THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC 
DRAGGING ON WOULD 
WORSEN THE LOAN 
QUALITY OF THE BANKS
The companies in tourism, accommoda-

tion and catering that have so far suffered 

the hardest blow provide only a small part of 

the loan portfolio of the banks (see Figure 7), 

but a large number of people work in in those sec-

tors, and they may become less able to repay their 

loans. The loan losses of the banks are affected 

most by the real estate sector, which is a very 

Figure 7. The share of business sectors in the 
corporate financing portfolio and in the economy

Sources: Statistics Estonia, Eesti Pank
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large part of the loan portfolio. Although the real 

estate sector has not yet seen any systemic diffi-

culties, that could change quickly if the crisis were 

to deepen8.

If the restrictions hindering economic 

activity last for longer and the recovery in 

the economy is delayed, payment difficulties 

could increase substantially for companies 

and households. The speed of recovery depends 

on how quickly the pandemic eases in Estonia and 

elsewhere. The baseline scenario in the March 

8  See Box 1.
9  See Estonian Economy and Monetary Policy 1/2021.

forecast by Eesti Pank expected the Estonian 

economy to start recovering rapidly in the middle 

of 20219. In this case the corporate sector as a 

whole would probably have few difficulties making 

payments. This assumes though that the restric-

tions hindering economic activity are removed and 

that vaccination will have been achieved broadly 

enough by the autumn that the restrictions are 

not re-imposed. If the pandemic does not pass so 

quickly though or if new restrictions are needed in 

Estonia or in Estonia’s trading partners, there could 

be a substantial increase in insolvencies.

BOX 1: UNFAVOURABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE MARKET WOULD WORSEN 
THE LOAN QUALITY OF THE BANKS
The quality of the corporate loan portfolio of the banks depends very much on the state of the 

commercial real estate market. More than 70% of the portfolio of corporate loans is backed by a 

certain type of commercial real estate. This means that businesses depend for the funding for their 

activities and investments on the state of the commercial real estate market, and a negative turn in 

the market would limit their funding options. The possible loan losses of the banks are limited by 

the collateral of the loans. If a borrower falls into difficulty in servicing the loan, the collateral back-

ing it can be realised in a market that is functioning well. A sharp price correction or a collapse in 

liquidity would however reduce the value of the collateral substantially and increase the risks to 

financial stability.

The pandemic crisis has produced changes in certain segments of commercial real estate, and 

it was very hard for market participants to prepare for this. The restrictions have limited visits to 

accommodation providers and shops and a large number of office buildings have been left empty, 

at least temporarily. Some of the changes may turn out to be permanent in nature even once the 

coronavirus restrictions are lifted, as working from home and buying online have started to become 

habits. Given the general uncertainty in the economy, there is a lack of clarity about the future for 

some types of commercial real estate. The volume of transactions with commercial real estate in 

some countries in the European Union was down by more than 50% last year, and the average 

price fell substantially in countries like France, Spain and the Netherlands.

The commercial real estate market in Estonia has so far weathered the crisis well. There remained 

quite a lot of interest in investing in commercial real estate in Estonia last year, though the sales 

revenues of real estate companies fell by more than 21%. The uncertainty caused by the Covid-19 

pandemic affected the investment market for commercial real estate, but for 2020 as a whole the 

number of transactions and the total value were larger than in the previous year. It should be noted 

that the Estonian commercial real estate market is very small, and so individual large transactions 

can distort the picture of the actual situation in the market.

The reduced footfall in shops and offices that were affected by the restrictions had not caused 

a large increase in vacancies by the end of last year (see Figure B1.1). The share of floor space that 

was not rented out did increase a little though. Vacancies in high quality office buildings in Tallinn 

increased by around two percentage points for example to 8.6%. Vacant sales space in large retail 

centres also increased, but this was affected not only by the Covid-19 restrictions but also by the 

https://www.eestipank.ee/en/publication/estonian-economy-and-monetary-policy/2021/estonian-economy-and-monetary-policy-12021
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addition of new floor space, which made some 

increase in vacancies last year inevitable. There 

is a lot of uncertainty looking forward, but once 

the state of the economy is clearer, the vacancy 

indicators for commercial real estate can be 

expected to stabilise. The danger remains though 

of a substantial increase in vacancies.

The value of commercial real estate is set not 

only by vacancies but also by rent prices, which 

did not change particularly last year. Although 

many owners of commercial real estate made 

concessions to tenants while the tightest restric-

tions were in force and gave temporary relief on 

rents, rent prices largely remained at their pre- 

crisis levels once the restrictions were eased. 

There will be some downward pressure on rent 

prices in the future though because of the new 

supply that has come to the market, the reduc-

tion in demand because of the pandemic, and 

the increase in vacancies.

Lower revenues put pressure on solvency in 

the real estate sector, but the sector got a lot 

of relief from the payment holidays. When they 

ended, companies were still able to continue ser-

vicing their loans. Despite the uncertainty, the 

banks have remained ready to fund the purchase 

and development of commercial real estate. 

Almost as much was issued in new loans last 

year as in the previous year (see Figure B1.2). The 

average interest rates on the new loans were at 

around the same level in all segments that they 

were before the crisis.

The stability in the development market is 

also an indication of optimism in the commer-

cial real estate market. Quite a lot of new retail, 

office, storage and industrial real estate has been 

brought to the market in recent years. The start of 

construction work on new space was postponed 

in spring 2020, but in the second half of the year 

plans started once again to be carried out (see 

Figure B1.3). There were also slightly more con-

struction permits issued last year than in 2019.

As well as the relatively strong position of the 

commercial real estate market, the fairly con-

servative attitude towards funding transactions 

also helps to reduce the risks to financial stabil-

ity. The estimated value of the collateral backing 

the commercial real estate loans is generally a 

Figure B1.2. New loans issued for 
commercial real estate

Source: Eesti Pank
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Figure B1.3. Constuction and enlargment 
starts for commercial real estate

Source: Statistics Estonia
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Figure B1.1. Average vacancy 
rate in Tallinn

Source: Colliers International Estonia
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relatively large proportion of the amount borrowed. The loan-to-value ratio (LTV) of around half of 

the portfolio is below 60%, and it is above 80% for less than a quarter of the portfolio. The value of 

the collateral did decline a little last year, and the average LTV rose a little.

If there should be a substantial price correction in the commercial real estate market, the qual-

ity of the loan portfolio of the banks would deteriorate. The market value of commercial real estate 

has so far remained relatively stable. Given the risk that vacancies could increase substantially 

and rent prices fall, a substantial disconnect between market value and the expected value based 

on underlying indicators could quickly emerge. It is possible that systemic difficulties in the sector 

could cause market participants to overreact. Rapid sell-offs could be followed by a broad price 

correction and downward revision of the value of real estate.

As it takes a long time to develop real estate, developers are also at risk as they may not be able 

to react to changes in demand from tenants. For this reason the risks from the commercial real 

estate sector remain large, especially given that the small size of the market means there is rela-

tively little liquidity and a lot of uncertainty about the future direction of development.

BOX 2: THE EMERGENCE OF ZOMBIE COMPANIES COULD 
HARM THE LOAN QUALITY OF THE BANKS
The broad set of support measures and subsidies used to ease the impact of the Covid-19 

pandemic crisis have helped keep companies alive, but they also encourage the further growth of 

zombie firms. Zombie firms are companies that cannot function over the long term, as they need 

all of their funds just for servicing their current liabilities and so they have nothing left to make the 

investments needed to remain competitive. Analysis by the Danish central bank10 considers zombie 

firms to be those that have been in operation for at least 10 years, that have made profit in the last 

three consecutive years that is lower than their interest payments, and that have positive interest 

expenses. Start-up firms are not included in this, as they mostly lose money at first because they 

are expanding aggressively and growing their client base.

Zombie firms are not uniquely a phenomenon of the Covid-19 pandemic crisis. The number of 

companies that were barely able to stay alive increased over the past decade, as interest rates were 

low and borrowing became even more favourable than before for companies. Now however the 

zombie firms that are dependent on crisis support aid are particularly debilitating for the economy, 

as they do not produce much value added, they use up the support measures intended for viable 

companies, and they block up the resources that are crucial for the recovery. Equally though, great 

emphasis should not be placed so much during the current crisis on supporting only companies 

that are viable in the long term, but all those in trouble should be given help, as leaving people 

employed by zombie firms without a job in the middle of the crisis could cause much greater eco-

nomic problems11.

10  See the analysis by the Danish central bank Low Prevalence of Zombie Firms in Denmark. 
11  See the Financial Times Keeping zombie companies alive is the right call. 

BOX 3: THE NEED FOR PAYMENT HOLIDAYS HAS DIMINISHED
The wide-ranging restrictions introduced last spring to stop the spread of Covid-19 caused great 

uncertainty in the economy. The difficulty in forecasting the future caused companies and house-

holds to feel unsure about whether they would still be properly able to service the loan liabilities 

they had taken on.

https://www.nationalbanken.dk/en/publications/Pages/2019/12/Low-prevalence-of-zombie-firms-in-Denmark.aspx#:~:text=Weak%20firms%2C%20%22zombies%22%2C,a%20higher%20prevalence%20of%20zombies
https://www.ft.com/content/ac2828ad-7930-43ef-a227-1cbd8ff8c018
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One solution to this was to ask the lender for 

a temporary pause in repayments, or to reduce 

them by solely paying the interest. Such payment 

holidays can help in overcoming temporary diffi-

culties in making payments. A payment holiday 

can increase the chances of a borrower paying 

back a loan successfully if the temporary relief 

can help them improve their financial position 

and liquidity. At the same time, payment holidays 

generally increase the future repayments, as the 

outstanding part of the loan is re-divided across 

the remaining number of payments.

The banks in Estonia allowed borrowers pay-

ment holidays of 3-12 months12 during the first 

wave of Covid-19, generally without any addi-

tional costs. Joint rules on issuing holidays were 

agreed at the initiative of the Estonian Banking 

Association, and they allowed payment holidays in simplified form until the end of September 

202013. There was strong demand for payment holidays. At the peak in June last year, payment 

holidays covered around 19% of the corporate loan portfolio and 5% of the household portfolio. A 

large share of the payment holidays reached maturity during the autumn and borrowers continued 

with their usual repayments. By end of the year payment holidays covered only 3% of the corporate 

loan portfolio and 2% of the household portfolio (see Figure B3.1).

This meant that payment holidays offered relief to borrowers at a time when uncertainty about 

the future was very large. It can equally be surmised that the incentive for taking a payment holiday 

was in many cases the fear that financial strains would increase in the future. There were few bor-

rowers who actually struggled with acute payment problems. Evidence of this is that interest in the 

payment holidays was large even in sectors where the restrictions had little impact on economic 

activity, and also that the payment holidays were not extended once they reached maturity, as the 

regular scheduled repayments were continued instead.

There was relatively little interest in taking payment holidays during the second wave of Covid-

19, and it was mainly shown in sectors that were affected more by the restrictions, such as accom-

modation, food service, entertainment and retail. This indicates that payment holidays were no 

longer being applied for on a precautionary or just-in-case basis. Although there remains a lot of 

uncertainty about what will happen with the spread of the coronavirus, the short-term outlook for 

the economy and the extent of the economic impact of the coronavirus restrictions are clear, and 

this allows companies and households to make a reasonable assessment of their financial position 

for the near future.

12  Payment holidays of more than 12 months were also granted exceptionally.
13  See also the advisory guidelines issued by Finantsinspektsioon. The rules are agreed under the guidelines of the Euro-
pean Banking Authority (EBA). The EBA extended its guidelines to the end of March 2021, but the banks in Estonia did not 
consider it necessary to extend the joint rules on issuing payment holidays. 

Figure B3.1. Share of loans on a payment 
holiday in total loans outstanding

Source: Finantsinspektsioon
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https://www.fi.ee/en/news/finantsinspektsioon-giving-banks-more-flexibility-managing-their-capital
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THE DANGER OF OVERHEATING IN THE 
HOUSING MARKET IS INCREASING THE 
RISKS AROUND BORROWING 

The real estate market recovered rapidly from the shock given to it by the uncertainty of the pandemic 

last spring, and from the second half of 2020 the volume and average price of real estate transactions 

have been climbing strongly. Demand for housing may be increased even further this year and prices 

may rise more steeply if the savings withdrawn from second pillar pension funds are put into real estate. 

As bank loans are used to fund a large part of purchases of housing, increased activity and higher prices 

in the real estate market cause household borrowing to grow faster and debt burdens to increase. This 

in turn means that households could be more vulnerable in future to a fall in incomes or a rise in interest 

rates and the risks to the functioning of the financial system would increase together with this.

ACTIVITY IN THE HOUSING 
MARKET AND HIGHER 
PRICES ARE DRIVEN 
BY DEMAND FOR NEW 
HOUSING
Demand in the housing market is increased 

by the desire and ability of households to 

improve their living conditions. A long-term 

trend supporting demand is that a large birth 

cohort has reached the age of 30-35, at which 

incomes can be expected to be more stable, and 

their needs and expectations for a more suitable 

place to live increase. Interest rates remaining low 

for a long time may also have made real estate 

more attractive as an investment option.

Households have been affected very dif-

ferently by the Covid-19 pandemic so far. 

Some sectors saw unemployment increase and 

the incomes of those in employment fall to sub-

stantially lower than a year earlier despite the 

labour market support measures, but average 

wages in some other sectors continued to rise rel-

atively strongly (see Figure 8). Survey data equally 

show no widespread falls in income. The survey 

of the financial behaviour of households by Turu-

uuringute AS reported that in 2020 the majority of 

the population found that their net income had not 

changed over the year. People on higher incomes, 

who already had generally better credit capacity, 

noted that they were financially better off.

The confidence of households also plays 

an important role in demand for housing 

alongside incomes. Confidence fell with the 

general deterioration in the economic environment 

across all income groups, but among people with 

incomes above the average there were more in the 

second half of the year who thought their financial 

position would improve over the next 12 months 

than there were those who thought it would deteri-

orate (see Figure 9).

Demand for real estate has probably also 

been supported by savings increasing for 

some households because consumption has 

changed. As the restrictions have blocked con-

sumption spending in some areas such as travel 

Figure 8. Annual growth in average gross wages in 2020

Source: Statistics Estonia
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and entertainment, a larger part of incomes have 

been kept as bank deposits than previously. 

Household deposits were some 15% larger in 2020 

than a year earlier, which is much faster growth 

than in the preceding decade. The low interest 

rates mean though that the return on deposits is 

very low, and so households may be looking at real 

estate purchases both to improve their living con-

ditions and as an alternative investment alongside 

financial assets such as shares and fund units.

Some of those leaving the second pen-

sion pillar funds may also direct their sav-

ings towards the real estate market. A survey 

in November 2020 by Turu-uuringute AS14 found 

that 24% of those in the second pension pillar were 

planning to leave it. Of those, 15% wanted to use 

the money they withdrew to buy real estate. Those 

aged 25-34 wanted to use their pension savings 

to this end more than others did, as did residents 

of Tallinn and south Estonia and people on higher 

incomes. More than 152,000 people15 had applied 

by 31 March to receive a payout from the second 

pension pillar in September 2021, which is around 

20% of those who were in the pension saving sys-

tem. Data from the Ministry of Finance show that 

the average amount paid out to those leaving the 

pillar will be around 8500 euros, and it is estimated 

that less than 7000 euros of this on average will 

be paid out in September16. Given the relatively 

high price levels of housing, it may be assumed 

that the savings built up in the second pillar will 

14  Turu-uuringute AS. Second pillar pensions survey. 
15  Data from Pensionikeskus.
16  The basis of the estimate is that those withdrawing from the second pension pillar funds will receive up to 10,000 euros in 
September, and the remainder will be transferred to bank accounts next year.

be used alongside funds saved in bank deposits 

primarily as down payments alongside borrowed 

money. Although the money exiting the pension 

funds can only be used from September, it is pos-

sible that activity and price pressures will increase 

before this in anticipation of a probable increase in 

demand and rising prices.

Activity started to increase in the real 

estate market in the second half of 2020, and 

picked up further in the final months of the 

year. The number of transactions was boosted 

partly by transactions that had been postponed 

from the spring to the second half of the year. 

There was a notable increase even so in the num-

ber of transactions for new apartments. The share 

of transactions that were for new apartments 

increased to 27% in the fourth quarter (see Figure 

10). The number of transactions in the first quarter 

of 2021 was a little lower than in the fourth quar-

ter, as is typical of the first quarter of the year, but 

prices continued to rise and interest in new apart-

ments has remained notably strong.

Housing prices recovered rapidly after 

their temporary fall in spring 2020. The aver-

age price is affected to some extent by the struc-

ture of transactions, where a larger share of new 

properties generally raises the figure for the aver-

age price. Data from Statistics Estonia show that 

the average square metre price of housing was 4% 

higher by the end of the year than it was a year ear-

lier. Apartments rose by an average of 4.1% in price 

Figure 9. Assessment by Estonian consumers of 
their financial situation over the next 12 months

Source: European Commission
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Figure 10. Number of transactions with 
apartments and the average price

Source: Estonian Land Board
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over the year, while houses rose by 6.5% in price. 

Although the quarterly growth in the second half 

of the year was impressive, the growth over the 

year as a whole in housing prices was estimated 

to be more or less the same as the average in the 

euro area.

Prices of residential real estate will be 

affected in future by supply as well, includ-

ing the amount of new residential space that 

is added. Data from real estate businesses show 

that the number of apartments on sale in the first 

months of 2021 was down, and selling prices were 

up. This was particularly the case for new apart-

ments in Tallinn, for which demand is greatest.

More construction and use permits for res-

idential space were issued in 2021 than in the 

preceding years. The number of permits issued 

climbed to the level of 2007 (see Figure 11). The 

coronavirus pandemic did not particularly affect 

the issuance of permits, though the uncertainty in 

the spring may have caused some developers to 

postpone the start of construction work. This may 

affect the amount of supply this year in the short 

term, but strong demand should give developers 

the confidence to start new projects.

The danger of prices in the housing mar-

ket becoming overvalued has increased. The 

Eesti Pank models used to estimate over or under-

valuation in the real estate market show that the 

probability is higher than it was in 2018 and 2019 

that housing prices are on average a little overval-

ued (see Figure 12). Given the upward pressure on 

real estate prices and the more restrained outlook 

for growth in the average wage, it may be assumed 

that the housing market in Estonia will become 

more overvalued in the quarters ahead.

In summary there is a risk of overheating 

starting in the Estonian housing market after 

a period of moderate growth. Unemployment 

has remained lower than feared despite the decline 

in the economy, while the majority of borrowers are 

solvent and have remained relatively well able to 

borrow, as the crisis has not hit all sectors equally. 

The rapid recovery and the subsequent strong 

growth shown by the housing market in Estonia 

and elsewhere in Europe have laid a firm foun-

dation for prices to continue rising. That some of 

the funds saved up by those exiting the second 

pension pillar will probably be redirected into real 

estate is an additional risk factor.

THE LONG-TERM RISKS 
TO THE BANKING SYSTEM 
FROM THE RAPID GROWTH 
IN HOUSING LOANS ARE 
INCREASING
Increased activity in the real estate market 

and rising prices are reflected in the strong 

growth in housing loans. The rate of yearly 

growth in new loans accelerated mainly because 

the average amount borrowed increased by 14% 

in the final quarter of 2020 (see Figure 13). Signing 

of new loan contracts picked up even further in 

the first months of 2021, and the turnover of loans 

may remain high in the coming months. The rate 

of growth in the loan portfolio slowed by around 

a percentage point as the number of transactions 

Figure 11. Number of building permits and 
completed dwellings in new buildings

Source: Statistics Estonia
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Figure 12. Over or undervaluation of the housing 
market in the baseline model of Eesti Pank
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fell last spring, but then recovered relatively fast to 

close to where it has been for the past four years 

at around 7% (see Figure 14). Demand for hous-

ing has also been strong in several other European 

countries, and some of the factors driving it, such 

as the unequal impact of the crisis on incomes, 

growth in savings and low interest rates, are quite 

similar. The growth in housing loans was faster in 

2020 in several other European Union countries 

than it was in Estonia, but the rate of growth in 

housing loans in Estonia has remained relatively 

high for several years now. The rate of growth in 

housing loans in Estonia last year was around one 

and a half times as fast as the average in the euro 

area (see Figure 15).

The supply of housing loans has been 

encouraged by a financing environment that 

favours the banks, particularly the growth in 

deposits and the low cost of funding. There 

was also an increase in competition between banks 

in Estonia last year, which may cause lending con-

ditions to be eased further. With the increase in 

lending activity, loans have in some cases been 

offered on more favourable terms this year than 

earlier, but there is no indication yet of the banks 

taking on notably greater risks. The average inter-

est rate on housing loans has come down a little 

since the middle of 2020, but it still remains rela-

tively high in comparison to the average in the euro 

area (see Figure 16)17. The amount borrowed also 

depends on how well the potential borrower can 

meet the other conditions of the bank such as the 

17  See also Financing of the Economy. March 2021.

Figure 13. Annual growth in new housing loans

* three-month moving average
Source: Eesti Pank
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Figure 14. Annual growth in the portfolio 
of housing loans

Sources: European Central Bank, Eesti Pank
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Figure 15. Annual growth in the housing loan portfolios of banks in the European Union

Source: European Central Bank
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amount needed as a down payment or the income 

level of the borrower.

The debt burden of households is grow-

ing. The housing loan portfolio grew at a faster 

rate in 2020 than GDP and household incomes 

did, meaning that the debt burden of households 

started to rise again having remained stable for 

several years (see Figure 17). The rise was driven 

by housing loans, while the loans of households 

declined last year.

Continued rapid growth in loans would 

increase the risks to the banking sector. The 

Eesti Pank March forecast 202118 expects the 

housing loan portfolio to grow in the years ahead 

at an annual rate of around 7%. This means that 

loans will on average grow faster than the econ-

omy as a whole and than incomes, and so the 

household debt burden will continue to increase. A 

large debt burden makes households more vulner-

able to any possible fall in incomes or rise in inter-

est rates. As housing loans are a large and growing 

part of the loan and lease portfolio of the banks 

at 43%, the current rapid growth in loans could 

cause significant loan losses for the banks in the 

future should there be a serious blow to the ability 

of households to pay or to the real estate market.

The resilience of the banks in coping with 

risks from housing loans has remained good. 

The banking sector is well capitalised19, which is 

necessary to guard against possible loan losses. 

The stress test analysis carried out by Eesti Pank 

in 2019 found that a repeat of the shock delivered 

by the economic crisis in 2009-2010 could cause 

losses from housing loans to reach up to 1.4% of 

the housing loan portfolio, or 0.7% of the total risk 

exposure. This assessment has not particularly 

changed in the past two years, and the growth 

in household incomes and savings together with 

the support measures introduced because of the  

pandemic have supported the capacity of house-

holds to pay.

The improved estimate of possible credit 

losses has reduced the risk weights on mort-

gage loans. There are two banks, Swedbank and 

SEB, in Estonia that use the internal ratings based 

(IRB) method of risk assessment, and the risk 

assets that they use as the basis for calculating the 

capital requirements use risk weights calculated 

18  See Estonian Economy and Monetary Policy 1/2021.
19  For more see The banks have the capacity to support the economy even under difficult circumstances.

Figure 16. Average annual interest rate 
on new housing loans

Source: European Central Bank
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Figure 17. Household indebtedness

Sources: Statistics Estonia, Eesti Pank
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with internal models. The weighted average risk 

weight on mortgage loans of those banks has 

fallen over the past five years, and it was 12.8% by 

the end of 2020 (see Figure 18)20.

Risk weights have fallen because the good 

state of the economy in Estonia in recent 

years and low interest rates have meant that 

the quality of housing loans has been good 

and the models assess that the probabil-

ity of repayment problems arising has fallen 

steadily year by year. The share of loans overdue 

has fallen to its lowest level of the past couple of 

decades. In the previous economic crisis, over 4% 

of housing loans were overdue by more than 60 

days, but at the end of 2020 only 0.2% were. The 

estimates of the internal models of the IRB banks 

may also start to be affected by the emergence of 

loan losses following the pandemic, but the impact 

of this on the risk weights is likely to be minor.

MACROPRUDENTIAL 
MEASURES HELP ENSURE 
THAT THE BANKS CAN 
HANDLE THEIR RISKS AND 
THAT THE RISKS TO THE 
FINANCIAL SYSTEM ARE 
NOT TOO LARGE
The floor set by Eesti Pank has helped limit 

the fall in the risk weight on mortgage loans. 

Because the downward trend in risk weights did 

not necessarily reflect accurately the risks from 

housing loans, Eesti Pank introduced a 15% floor 

on 30 September 2019 on the average risk weights 

on mortgage loans of the IRB banks. The quality of 

housing loans has only improved in recent years, 

but rapid growth in loans could make households 

more vulnerable to potential risks and that needs 

to be considered when calculating the risk level of 

assets. For this reason, the Eesti Pank rule requir-

ing IRB banks to apply an average risk weight of at 

least 15% to retail loans backed by real estate is 

still applicable.

When growth in loans is fast, it is import-

ant to avoid taking on excessive risk. To guide 

risk-taking lending behaviour, Eesti Pank has intro-

duced requirements for the banks that must be fol-

lowed when they issue housing loans. The require-

ments setting the maximum loan-to-value (LTV) 

20  The risk weights of the other banks that use the standard method are fixed at 35%.
21  The banks are permitted to exceed the LTV and DSTI ratio limits or the maximum maturity for loans of up to 15% of the vol-
ume of housing loans issued in a quarter. This allows the banks to be flexible in handling exceptional cases.
22  The housing loan requirements set by Eesti Pank allow a maximum LTV ratio of 85%, or up to 90% for loans with KredEx 
guarantees.

and debt service-to-income (DSTI) ratios and the 

maximum maturity have been in place since 2015. 

The requirements that have been set for housing 

loans work to curb lending automatically, as the 

maximum size of the loan depends on the income 

of the households and on there being a down pay-

ment or additional collateral. Eesti Pank may adjust 

the limits if necessary to restrict lending more 

tightly.

The dynamics of DSTI do not indicate 

that lending behaviour is riskier than ear-

lier. The monthly loan payments of the borrower 

are of up to 30% of their net income for 64% of 

new housing loans, and that share has remained 

quite unchanged in recent years. The housing loan 

requirements of Eesti Pank need the borrowing 

capacity of the household to be assessed assum-

ing an interest rate of at least 6%, which should 

reduce the risks coming from a possible rise in 

interest rates. Eesti Pank has set a limit of 50% 

on the DSTI ratio calculated in this way. There has 

been no particular change in the share of loans 

that are close to the limit over the past three years, 

while the share of loans exceeding the limit21 has 

fallen to 4% (see Figure 19).

The average LTV figure has risen very lit-

tle, but a shift is evident in the distribution 

of loans towards higher LTV values (see Figure 

20)22. This was expected, as a large part of the 

transactions in the past year have been for new 

Figure 19. Distribution of loans by the DSTI ratio*

*an annual interest rate of at least 6% is used in 
calculating the DSTI ratio
Source: Finantsinspektsioon, Eesti Pank
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properties, for which the down payment required 

from the borrower is generally smaller. The rise in 

the LTV ratio can mainly be explained though by 

the increased use of KredEx guarantees.

KredEx guarantees were used by borrow-

ers to reduce their down payment for more 

than 30% of loans in 2020. This is some five per-

centage points more than the average for the previ-

ous three years. KredEx guarantees are still mostly 

used by young professionals and young families, 

but the share of guarantees given for energy effi-

cient housing loans has doubled within the struc-

ture of loan guarantees given to private individuals 

over the past three years, and it reached 24% by 

the end of 2020 (see Figure 21).

Although the average LTV ratio has risen a 

little over the past couple of years, the size of 

the down payment within housing loans has 

also increased at the same time. The average 

down payment was 20% at the end of 2020, which 

is around 1.5 percentage points higher than two 

years earlier. The share of loans without any down 

payment or with a very small one has continued to 

shrink, indicating a possible decline in the use of 

additional mortgages.

The terms of housing loans issued over the 

past year do not show more risk being taken 

in the loan market than previously if the risks 

are taken individually. However the macropru-

dential assessment looks at systemic risks, and 

the danger of excessive lending could emerge rap-

idly if the real estate market overheats. As loans 

with high LTV are mostly covered by KredEx 

guarantees, the use of higher LTV by any individ-

ual lender or borrower does not directly indicate 

risky behaviour given the current requirements and 

market practice. However, a large share of loans 

having high LTV could mean for the system as a 

whole that excessive leverage is being employed, 

increasing the debt burden of households. It could 

also cause upward pressure on real estate prices 

that would make housing less accessible in the 

future.

The target group for the KredEx housing 

loan guarantees is currently quite broadly 

defined, and so there is a danger that the 90% 

LTV loans that are intended as an exception 

under the Eesti Pank requirements become 

the dominant standard. If there is a danger of 

the housing market overheating and of excessively 

fast growth in loans, it is not acceptable in terms 

of systemic risk for the share of housing loans with 

high LTV to grow notably larger in future. Eesti Pank 

monitors the development of the conditions on 

housing loans and can rapidly adjust the require-

ments and the permitted exceptions if it is consid-

ered necessary in order to limit systemic risk.

Figure 20. Distribution of loans by the LTV ratio

For loans issued with a KredEx guarantee the limit is 90%.
Sources: Finantsinspektsioon, Eesti Pank
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Figure 21. Housing loans granted with KredEx 
guarantee by target groups

Sources: KredEx, Eesti Pank
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THE BANKS HAVE THE CAPACITY TO 
SUPPORT THE ECONOMY EVEN UNDER 
DIFFICULT CIRCUMSTANCES

The Estonian banking sector as a whole is well capitalised and among the most profitable in the euro 

area. This allows banks to cope successfully with possible loan losses during difficult times and to con-

tinue to fund the economy. The high level of liquid assets in the banking sector helps it withstand various 

short-term liquidity shocks. The rapid growth in deposits has also made the funding of the banks more 

stable, reducing their need for other sources of funding. However, if the crisis continues the non-finan-

cial sector could face increasing payment difficulties, which would then affect the capitalisation of the 

banks23. The nature of the crisis is also affecting the mood in international financial markets, which could 

be passed on into the operating environment of the banks.

23  See also The modest payment difficulties in the non-financial sector may yet increase

CAPITALISATION REMAINS 
STRONG IN THE BANKING 
SECTOR
The aggregate capitalisation of the banks 

operating in Estonia has remained strong. The 

ratio of own funds of the banks to risk-weighted 

assets was 26% at the end of 2020 (see Figure 22). 

The capital adequacy ratio for the banking sector 

as a whole fell a little in 2020, but the lowest of the 

indicators rose over the year to reach 18% at the 

end of 2020.

The banks operating in Estonia are also 

well capitalised in their total assets with-

out considering the risk levels of assets. The 

leverage limit of 3% of own funds as a share of 

unweighted risk assets will become a compulsory 

requirement from 28 June, having so far been only 

a disclosure requirement. All the banks in Estonia 

meet the requirement with a margin, as the lowest 

figure for financial leverage in 2020 was 4.4%.

The profitability of the banks declined a 

little in 2020, but still remains strong. Stable 

interest income helped maintain profitability despite 

some increase in loan losses. The consolidated 

profitability of the banking sector in relation to total 

assets was 0.9% in 2020 (see Figure 23), having 

fallen by 0.2 percentage point over the year. The 

banking sector in Estonia is among the top three in 

the euro area for profitability24. One reason for this 

is that the interest rates on loans issued are higher 

than those in other countries. The good profitabil-

ity equally means though that the Estonian bank-

ing sector is more resilient to possible loan losses.

The strong capitalisation and profitabil-

ity mean that the banks operating in Estonia 

are very likely to be able to cope with pos-

sible loan losses and with unfavourable 

24  As at the third quarter of 2020.
25  See Estonian Economy and Monetary Policy 1/2021.

developments. In the negative scenario of the 

Eesti Pank economic forecast issued in March 

202125, where GDP falls by almost 1% in 2021 and 

the unemployment rate rises above 10%, the share 

of problem loans in the loan portfolio of the banks 

Figure 22. Capital adequacy ratio

Source: Finantsinspektsioon
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Figure 23. Consolidated banking sector 
profitability in relation to total assets

Source: Finantsinspektsioon
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operating in Estonia could rise to an estimated26 

3.1%. This though would cause loan losses to 

increase as a share of risk assets to 2.7%. The 

share of loan losses at the four largest banks, 

which are systemically important, would be a little 

smaller than this, but it would be notably larger at 

the smaller banks (see Figure 24). The banks would 

be able to cover a fairly large part of the initial pos-

sible loan losses from their profits of the current 

year. They would be helped in this by their good 

profitability. Assuming that the profit of the banking 

sector is the same in the future as the average of 

the past three years, then it is estimated that the 

profit of the current year would cover over 80% of 

the possible loan losses under the negative sce-

nario, while for the smaller banks it would cover 

over half. The remainder could be covered by own 

funds built up earlier.

As the Estonian banks have important 

positions in Latvia and Lithuania, attention 

also needs to be paid to the risks coming 

from those countries. Like in Estonia, the capi-

talisation of the banks in Latvia and Lithuania is at 

high levels of above 20%. Stress tests by the cen-

tral banks of the two countries in 2020 indicated 

that the capital of the banking sector would remain 

above the minimum requirements in both coun-

tries even if the negative scenario were to be real-

ised27. The average capital adequacy indicator of 

the Latvian banking sector fell to 11.3% in the neg-

ative scenario28, while in Lithuania it was 12.8%29.

The banks have had to be conservative in 

paying out dividends during the crisis. The 

European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) issued a 

guideline in May 2020, and the European Central 

Bank did so in July, recommending that the dis-

tribution of profit and capital be limited at the 

level of parent banks during the Covid-19 pan-

demic to increase the resilience of the banks 

during the crisis and to encourage the lending 

needed by the non-financial economy. Following 

this, Finantsinspektsioon issued a recommenda-

tory guideline in August that banks should not pay 

out dividends or irrevocably commit to paying out 

dividends. The guideline was updated in February 

and it is now recommended that banks that come 

26  For the method used to calculate loan losses, see Box 2 of the Financial Stability Review 2/2020.
27  Stress tests in different countries use different assumptions, so the results are not necessarily comparable.
28  The Latvian central bank. Financial Stability Review 2020. 
29  The Lithuanian central bank. Financial Stability Review 2020. 
30  Data from the ESRB, the ECB and Finantsinspektsioon.

under the direct supervision of the European 

Central Bank should not pay out dividends at the 

parent bank level, or should pay no more than 15% 

of the profit of the past two years. The remaining 

banks in Estonia are permitted to pay dividends of 

up to 35% of the profit of the past two years, and 

when paying out the dividends they may not allow 

their CET1 own funds ratio to fall by more than 110 

basis points30.

THE STRONG GROWTH 
IN DEPOSITS IS CAUSING 
CHANGES IN THE FUNDING 
STRUCTURE OF THE BANKS
The extraordinarily large growth in 

domestic deposits has reduced the need 

of the banks to fund themselves from other 

sources (see Figure 25). The banks mainly fund 

themselves from domestic deposits. The need for 

other sources of funds and the use of them vary 

between banks. The deposits of local households 

and companies were 20.6% larger in March 2021 

than a year earlier and the loan-to-deposit ratio 

fell to its lowest level of the past decade at 0.84. 

The banks stopped taking in new deposits through 

foreign platforms in the second half of 2020, and 

reduced the amount of them that they held. The 

deposits of the non-resident, non-financial sector 

stopped growing in the middle of 2020 and sta-

bilised after that at 1.4 billion euros. Non-resident 

Figure 24. Potential loan losses and sources to 
cover these losses in the banking sector

Source: Eesti Pank
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deposits were 8% of the deposits of the non-finan-

cial sector at the end of March.

The use by the banks in Estonia of funding 

from their parent banks has been reduced 

substantially in the past two years. Funding 

from parent banks was 3.8 billion euros in January 

2019, providing 17% of all funds, but at the start of 

this year it had more than halved to 1.7 billion euros 

or 6% of all funding.

After the uncertainty in spring last year in 

the bond markets, market participants have 

made favourable risk assessments of the 

Swedish parent banks. If financing conditions 

were to worsen for the Swedish banking groups, 

it could impact the liquidity of the banks operat-

ing in Estonia and so the funding of the Estonian 

economy. Although the market interest rates for 

the Swedish banks rose a little at the start of this 

year, this reflects more the rise in the prices of sov-

ereign bonds, as the spread over sovereign bonds 

has narrowed indicating that market participants 

have a generally favourable opinion. The volume 

of deposits at the Swedish parent banks has also 

grown and so has their share in funding, reducing 

the need for market-based funding.

The banks have continued to issue bonds 

and the banks in Estonia had issued a total of 

1.5 billion euros of bonds in February, up from 

730 million euros a year earlier. Although the 

cost of market-based funding is often more vola-

tile than that of deposits from retail clients and may 

become suddenly less accessible during the cri-

sis, the covered bonds have so far weathered the 

crisis well and have an attractive price in the mar-

ket. Covered bonds do however require appropri-

ate collateral. The yields on longer-term sovereign 

bonds have shown signs of rising in recent months 

in international markets, but the interest rates of 

the domestic banks have not yet been affected.

The level of liquid assets remains high in 

the Estonian banking sector and the banks 

remain strongly resilient to short-term 

liquidity shocks. The liquidity coverage ratio for 

the banks passed the 100% mark with a large mar-

gin at the end of 2020. The volume of liquid assets 

in the whole of the sector has approximately dou-

bled over the year and they were 35% of all assets 

by the end of March 2021 (see Figure 26). This 

has been driven by the addition of liquid securi-

ties to the balance sheets of the banks and by an 

increase in the resources held at the central bank.

Figure 25. Structure of funding and the 
loan-to-deposit ratio

Source: Eesti Pank
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Figure 26.Liquid assets of banks and their 
share in total assets*

* last observation 28.02.2021
Source: Eesti Pank
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BOX 4. THE MACROPRUDENTIAL SUPERVISION FRAMEWORK 
Eesti Pank applies macroprudential measures when it considers it necessary to prevent risks 

to the functioning of the financial sector building up and to increase the resilience of the sector. 

It adjusts those measures regularly in response to how the financial sector and the economy are 

functioning.
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Credit institutions operating in Estonia must currently comply with the following macroprudential 

requirements of Eesti Pank: (1) systemically important banks must maintain additional capital buf-

fers of between 1% and 2% of risk-weighted assets; (2) banks using internal ratings-based meth-

ods must apply the minimum risk weight floor for mortgages in their capital calculations; and (3) all 

banks must comply with borrower-specific requirements for issuing housing loans. 

In March 2020 Eesti Pank decided to cut its systemic risk buffer rate from 1% to 0%. Eesti Pank 

has decided to maintain the countercyclical buffer, which is assessed mainly from the alignment of 

growth in the debt of the non-financial sector with that of the economy, at 0% and it does not con-

sider it likely that the rate will be raised in the near future.

Changes to the European Union’s Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR II) come into force 

from 28 June 2021. The banks will be subject to a leverage ratio of 3% from that date, which is 

calculated from assets unweighted for risk. The banks currently meet all the requirements with a 

margin.

The transposition of changes to the pan-European legal framework into Estonian law will in some 

cases affect how macroprudential measures can be applied. The banks previously had to apply 

only the higher of the systemic risk buffer for all the positions of the group or the buffer for systemic 

importance if it was subject to both of them, but under the changes the buffer requirements will be 

cumulative. This will raise the possible ceiling for the systemic importance requirement from 2% to 

3%. The changes will also make it possible to apply the systemic risk buffer differently for different 

economic sectors. Eesti Pank also gained the right to apply the measures in the CRR II that allow 

the risk weights on claims backed by real estate to be raised if necessary.

Table 4.1. The macroprudential measures of Eesti Pank

Instrument Requirement Since/from

Systemic risk buffer 0% 1 May 2020

Other systemically important institutions buffer

Swedbank AS 2% 1 August 2016

AS SEB Pank 2% 1 August 2016

Luminor Bank AS 2% 1 July 2018

AS LHV Pank 1% 1 January 2019

Countercyclical capital buffer 0% 1 January 2016

Risk weight floor for mortgage loans* 15% 30 September 2019

Housing loan requirement**

loan-to-value (LTV) limit 85%***

1 March 2015debt service-to-income (DSTI) limit 50%

maximum loan maturity 30 years

* The floor is set for the average risk weight of the mortgage portfolio of credit institutions that use the IRB approach
** The share of loans breaching the limits may not exceed 15% of the volume of housing loans issued each quarter
*** Up to 90% for housing loans guaranteed by KredEx
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APPENDIX 1. CHANGES TO THE PENSION SYSTEM MAY 
AFFECT THE LIQUIDITY OF PENSION FUNDS
Changes to the pension system started to 

apply at the start of 202131, the most important of 

which was that pension investors could exit the 

second pension pillar before reaching retirement 

age. This though creates a new obligation for 

pension funds. The change to the second pen-

sion pillar increases the risks to financial stability, 

as was discussed during the drafting process at 

the end of 2019. The main danger is the liquid-

ity risks to pension funds from the large share 

of highly illiquid assets, as realising those assets 

before their maturity could prove difficult32.

The first round of applications to withdraw 

money from the second pillar before maturity 

were submitted from 1 January this year until 

31 March. The money will start to be paid out in 

September. By 31 March, applications had been 

submitted by 152,675 people, meaning 19.9% of those in the second pillar. Their pension assets 

totalled 1292.8 million euros in value, which was 24% of all the pension fund assets. As the appli-

cations to leave can be withdrawn up to one month before the payout is made, these figures are 

not final.

The liquidity of the second pillar pension funds in Estonia is good33. The least liquid assets 

made up around 11% of the total at the end of March 2021, meaning 89% of assets are relatively  

liquid (see Figure A1.1)34. The share of assets leaving varies quite widely between individual pension 

funds, from 8% of assets to 34%. The liquidity profile also varies, with the share of very liquid and 

liquid assets ranging between 75% and 100%.

The package of changes to the pension system also included measures to improve liquidity 

management. Changes to the Investment Funds Act were made at the same time that allowed pen-

sion funds to increase their short-term liquidity by borrowing additional funds against the assets of 

the fund. A liquidity loan can be for a maximum of 25% of the value of the fund’s assets, meaning 

up to 1.3 billion euros with the current volume of assets35. This aggregate amount would allow the 

payments to be made to most of those wishing to leave the funds in the first round. The cost of 

borrowing like this would be divided between those leaving the system and those remaining in it, 

and it would be considered an extraordinary move. Another additional measure is that funds have 

been given time to pay the money out, as they have five months, which helps them to time the sales 

of assets and so to improve their liquidity. This means that the second pillar pension funds should 

not have difficulties in making payouts to those who want them.

The changes to the pension system will not eliminate liquidity risk and the funds could have a 

lower return from investing in assets of the same risk level, as they can no longer earn as much 

from the liquidity premium. The pension funds have to hold their liquidity at a level that would allow 

31  See Ministry of Finance. General principles of the reform. 
32  See the Financial Stability Review 2/2019.
33  Liquidity is taken to mean that there are sufficient transactions in the market with a given asset so that the investment 
can be cashed in within a reasonable time without losing any value.
34  Very liquid assets are deposits and money markets instruments, liquid assets are non-resident equity or bonds, 
shares listed in Estonia and shares in non-resident investment funds, and low liquidity assets are other assets including real 
property in Estonia, fund units and similar.
35  Data from Pensionikeskus as at March 2021.

Figure A1.1. The liquidity of assets in II 
pillar funds and the share of withdrawals 
as at the end of March

  Group 1 - share of less liquid assets of less than 5%
  Group 2 - share of less liquid assets of between 5% and 15%
  Group 3 - share of less liquid assets of more than 15%
Sources: Ministry of Finance, Finantsinspektsioon, 
Eesti Pank calculations
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them to cover payouts before maturity. One permanent source of liquidity is the monthly payments 

made into the second pillar, but pension funds may start to prefer to invest in more liquid assets. 

This means that they will lose the liquidity premium36, which is the main advantage of long-term 

investment, and so in the end the return for those remaining in the second pillar will be lower. It is 

currently difficult to say whether the proportion of liquid assets will remain at its current level, or how 

the funds will change the current asset distribution.

36  The liquidity premium is the additional income that the investor earns from investing in assets with low liquidity.
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APPENDIX 2. THE CYBER SECURITY RISKS TO FINANCIAL 
STABILITY NEED CONSTANT ATTENTION
The financial system is built increasingly on digital solutions. Critically important functions in the 

financial system such as asset management, payments, securities transactions and data process-

ing are handled digitally. Clients are also making their transactions more and more through digital 

platforms. This makes both the resilience of the IT solutions in the financial system and data pro-

tection particularly important.

Cyber incidents can be caused by incidents within an institution or by hostile attacks. The vol-

ume of its assets and its data-intensive nature make the financial sector very attractive for cyber 

criminals. The tools needed for cyber attacks have also become simpler and cheaper, allowing 

crimes to be committed in cyberspace with fewer skills and costs than before. The nature of an 

attack can vary depending on the motives of the attacker, whether it is to become rich by stealing 

money or to obstruct the operation of a business by causing malfunctions in its services, or chang-

ing or stealing data.

Systemic risks to financial stability can materialise if a cyber incident causes widescale interrup-

tions to functions that are important for the economy or if the potential or actual loss exceeds the 

amount that can be borne in a crisis37. A failure can rapidly increase in size and breadth through 

digital solutions, and can cause widespread disruption to a system. An incident may involve one 

important service provider that is needed for the market to function or several service providers at 

the same time, or there may be a domino effect from one service provider to another. The incident 

may itself cause extensive damage, and if it remains unresolved it may cause a loss of confidence 

among the participants in the financial system. This could then lead to a bank run for example. 

Financial institutions could face liquidity problems if the situation worsens. Communication and 

information exchange are important if there is an incident.

The Covid-19 pandemic has increased the role of digital solutions and the importance of cyber-

security even further. Services have moved more than before onto remote channels during the pan-

demic, and this has allowed criminals to expand their field of operation, by presenting themselves 

as providers of financial services and so accessing data. Ensuring cyber security has become 

harder as employees work from home. More attention needs to be focused on staff training and on 

increasing their awareness, and also on taking steps to protect their work computers and maintain 

efficient communication between them.

Most of the hostile cyber incidents seen in Estonia have been phishing attacks that are aimed at 

users of financial services38. Most of the losses caused by these incidents have to be borne by the 

user. The criminal behind the phishing attack is attempting to learn the secret data needed to use a 

service. Although the user is largely responsible in such cases, repeated incidents of this kind could 

undermine confidence in the security of the platforms providing financial services.

The number of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, which have greater potential for 

causing losses, increased notably in the second half of 2020. The Information System Authority of 

the Estonian state has forecast that the number of such attacks will increase further in 2021 and 

recommends that investment be made in defending against DDoS attacks and in countering them. 

The number of DDoS attacks has increased as they have become available and relatively cheap 

for criminals. In the fourth quarter of 2020 the Information System Authority received reports about 

cases where businesses, including banks, received letters from criminals threatening to carry out 

DDoS attacks if the company did not pay the ransom money demanded in cryptocurrency. This 

is a global wave of blackmail that started to spread in August. The letters were accompanied by 

a demonstration attack. The attack that had the most impact was aimed at the parent bank in 

37  See also the European Systemic Risk Board. Systemic cyber risk. 
38  Data from Finantsinspektsioon.

https://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/reports/esrb.report200219_systemiccyberrisk~101a09685e.en.pdf?fdefe8436b08c6881d492960ffc7f3a9
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another country of a bank operating in Estonia, and during the attack the payment terminals of that 

bank could not be used for a couple of hours at peak time, and so millions of euros of transactions 

in the region affected were postponed or remained uncompleted39.

Denial of service attacks against financial institutions continued in early 2021. One bank oper-

ating in Estonia suffered a DDoS attack lasting eight hours on 1 February, which interrupted the 

operation of the internet bank, card payments and services within the bank40.

Although no incident has yet had such an impact that it would cause a broader danger to finan-

cial stability, the frequency of incidents affecting financial institutions shows that the dangers of 

cyber security demand constant attention. Such attacks have the potential to cause significant 

outages in the continued operation of the financial system. It is very important that financial institu-

tions contribute continually to ensuring their cyber resilience and their ability to withstand increas-

ing denial of service attacks and other attacks that could potentially cause large-scale incidents.

39  See Information System Authority. Quarterly trends and observations in cyberspace. 
40  See Information System Authority. The situation in cyberspace – February 2021. 

https://www.ria.ee/et/kuberturvalisus/olukord-kuberruumis.html#kvartalikokkuvotted
https://www.ria.ee/et/uudised/olukord-kuberruumis-veebruar-2021.html
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